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About This Anthology
Overseen by Professor Geoffrey Brock, led by director Johnathon Williams, and staffed by
graduate students in the Programs in Creative Writing and Translation at the University of
Arkansas, the Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program (WITS) strives to
encourage students to use their imaginations to create well-crafted poetry and fiction.
For over 30 years, WITS has been sending teams of two writers from the University of
Arkansas Graduate Programs in Creative Writing and Translation to the schools of Arkansas
for two-day residencies. During these visits, the writers read poetry and fiction, discuss
concepts such as using details and concrete language, and lead students in writing activities.
During the 2007-2008 school year, WITS teams visited elementary, middle, junior high, and
high school students across the state. A high concentration of our residencies occurred in or
around West Memphis, in part because of our established relationship with the Crittenden Arts
Council, which sends our teams to schools in Crittenden County. Similarly, WITS works annually with the Arch Ford Education Service Cooperative in Plummerville, AR.
To the best of our knowledge, this anthology consists entirely of student work. Our editors do
correct spelling and some grammatical errors, but no editorial changes have been made to the
poems and stories in the production of this anthology.
Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of the students, teachers, administrators,
schools, and contact people who work with us to make each year such a success. We would like
to especially thank Chad Andrews, Dr. Collis Geren, Geoffrey Brock, Davis McCombs, Dr.
Kathleen Whitehead Paulson and George Paulson, Kevin Trainor and Ruth Whitehead Trainor,
Robert and Catherine Wallace, Eric and Jennifer Whitehead, Philip and Kamron Whitehead,
Ted and Kelley Whitehead, Elizabeth Oehlkers Wright, and Frank Broyles and Gen Whitehead
Broyles.
We invite you to read and enjoy the work of these very talented students. If you have any
questions or would like to learn more about the Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program,
please contact us at (479) 575-5991 or wits@cavern.uark.edu, or visit our website at www.uark.
edu/~wits.
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ARCH FORD EDUCATION SERVICE COOPERATIVE
Plumerville, AR

Faculty Contact: Polly Bakker
Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello, Chloë Honum, Mary Angelino, and Robert B. Travis

Silent Understanding
Walking into the room I chance a glance.
She meets it with a foreboding stare like a hawk on prey,
calm lines furrowed into her face,
sending me into a wave like a naïve man going senile
into a safer time. As intimate as the moment became
We had an understanding as quiet as cats in the rain.
Guilty as a dog after it drags mud
Into the house. She turns to talk to
her friends and he slips in beside
entwining hands. They excuse themselves
Like a needle and thread after the quilt is finished.
They silently walk away.
Blair Williams
The Projector
I put a spotlight on my face,
with my giraffe neck sticking up,
straining to shout my message
to any who can see me.
My Joy

Sydney Everett

My joy looks like
a fruit salad.
My joy sounds like
a bobwhite in the night.
He eats only banana pudding
and deviled eggs.
He smells like yellow
rose pedals.
He’s as quick as a coffee
pot on wheels.
He feels like a crunchy
monkey.
Sadie Barnett
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Untitled
The body holds a bundle of color.
The bright orange and yellow screaming out
of it with its strings going in and out—
the strings go in and out, forming a crater
and an arch over it.
Awe Bigelow

Peaches and Crème
The cheeks always looked emberassed,
though the soft fuzz was so warm, inviting,
you wanted to dig deeper, trying to find out why,
or how, could something so warm, inviting, have
such a heart of stone?
Essie Smith

Pomegranate
Your skins is red and nasty. Your meat, disgusting.
But the seeds of your heart are bitter sweet.
Make Persephone stay with Hades
and make me smile with stained teeth.
It’s the inside that counts.
Elisah Virden
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Plug
Two faces stunned with
surprise. One above the
other, looking at the same
Thing. It
burns with a drink.
eats all the time.
Kourtni Bowen

Clock
Arms move everywhere, telling us
numbers. Just waiting to
explode. Just snapping away,
looking everywhere.
Louie Romska

Fire Extinguisher
Red and round, it has a long neck
and a mouth:
It breathes out clouds.
It hates soft lave.
Megan Franks
The Silent Promise
His words were the Bible in front of me.
His smile sealed the speech.
I never needed a worded promise.
As soon as the sky would go black everyday
he’d take me to the open field.
We would lay by each other
to see who could find the Big Dipper first.
He’d say the same words as he brought me
back to my home:
His smile.
Cassie Gipson
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The Black and White Sign
The black and white sign just
sits on the wall with all of the words
in one place.
Just sits there in a daze.
All the feelings, you name them, it feels
right there on the wall,
all day long.
The black and white sign has all of the words,
and speaks to all types of dogs and all types of cats,
but mostly people.
The black and white sign is a peaceful work
of art.
So remember to thank
the black and white sign.
Danielle Smith

Untitled
Pushing and Pulling
me into his arms,
I felt like a snowman
in the middle of spring
melting under the watchful eye.
His stare feels like children dancing in the rain—
icy, yet like a paisley-yellow jacket, bold,
calling me to peer into those leaf green
eyes to understand the contents
of his being.
His mountain-tall stature towers over me
like a mother.
Brooklyn Sauls
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BENTON COUNTY SCHOOL FOR THE ARTS
Bentonville, AR

Faculty Contacts: La Vona Cerna
Visiting Writers: Sara Stripling and James Wright

Bleach Blond
A computer sits on a table,
a chair on the dirty floor.
A book is there being bored
like a bleach blond.

How to Fall in Love

Shania Marier

You need a fork and knife.
A plate and a glass,
and sauce and water.
First, you cut it in pieces.
Pour on the sauce,
and much away.
After each and every piece,
gulp down some water.
Zach Lay

How to Fall in Love with a Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Treat it kindly,
don’t wolf it down.
Andrea Mays

Mona Lisa
Mona Lisa on the wall
smells dust,
hears a tourist.
She looks at other paintings,
tastes paint.
She touches her frame
like a washing tulip
and thinks about the man
who painted her.
Justin Daniels
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The Tragic Banana-nut Muffin
Blueberry boogied.
So did chocolate.
Poppy seed
and strawberry.
But banana-nut muffin
trudged off.
He didn’t like to dance.
(I, too, dislike it.)
Banana-nut
started taking out
his own banana-nuts.
The sound of music
drove him
mad.
I leaped upon
the others.
And ate them
whole.
To save
banana-nut.
I did this.
But deformities he still carries.
Kassidy Joyner
How to Fall in Love
Go eat some chicken.
If you can tell that she wants grilled,
get grilled, not fried.
If she wants the leg,
take the thigh, give her the leg.
No need for forks.
It’s chicken,
the key to love.
Jake Blevins
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That Old Bumpy New York City
What was that, a
pothole or a person?
The ground shook
like an elephant in a
circus. Only here in
New York City with all the
bumps, the shakes, and all
the other quakes.
It seems to take it all
away.
Austin Cope
Omnipotent Toes
All powerful toes,
frolicking through
peaceful battlefields,
pondering the thought
of murder,
mingling with the carcasses
of enemy soldiers,
striding through the streets
with pride.
I, too, dislike them.
Ryan Gunter
Contemptuous Questionnaire
Such simple people
scamper through politics
and popularity—
your “favorite celebs.”
Nothing relative to life,
yet mingle in the magazines,
loiter in the Wal-Mart checkout aisles,
clogging the public walkways
and pondering irrelevant questions.
I, too, dislike it.
Paxon Fowler
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BRAGG ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contact: Terri McCann and Stan Perry
Visiting Writers: Johnathon Williams and Mary Angelino

I Am
I am a door to a saloon.
I am a spook bent with soup in it.
I am a line of smoke coming from a train.
I am a cross sitting in a field.
I am an earring dangling from an ear.
I am a staple that came undone.
Destin Dunlap

I Am
I am a finger with a Band-Aid.
I am a wall sitting.
I am a framed snake.
I am a window pane.
I am a snake moving on the coach.
I am an eyeball staring at the wall.
I am a frown after a whooping.
Allison K.

My Fear
My fear smells like eggs, and his face
is smooth as the top of a shelf. He’s like the inside
of a garbage can, and he sounds like a
girl screaming for her life. My
fear eats everything.
Stanley Gaines
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I Am
I am a house in the middle of nowhere.
I am a jellybean split in half.
I am a bent pencil after playing pencil brake.
I am a barbell being lifted by a strong man.
I am a tennis racket falling from the sky.
I am a witch hat floating off.
I am two worms carrying food through the river.
Aaliyah Bass

I Am
I am a roach in the kitchen running from the light.
I am an arch standing in the ground while walking by.
I am a spoon without the round part at the top.
I am an upside down fish getting pulled from the water.
I am a hand with only two fingers.
I am cymbals hanging together with the sound wave.
Kauryn Davis

I Am
I am the little jack that opens the mind.
I am like the hook of a deadly captain.
I am the little string of hair that always stands up.
I am the unsure smile of my face.
Kry Velson
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CAMDEN-FAIRVIEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
Camden, AR

Faculty Contact: Claire Heffner
Visiting Writers: Ash Bowen and Sara Stripling

I Am
A monkey’s tail hanging below a tree branch
An eyeball looking at a piece of paper
A curve in the road from a bird’s eye view
A pair of legs walking down the street
A light pole in the ground upside down
Parking spaces in the parking lot
An A-framed house
A school pencil sharpener with no top
Jonathan Williams

Kobe
Amazing, amazing, amazing and again
Amazing, amazing, amazing.
You can’t say enough how
amazing he is.
81 points, 62 points, 3 championships
and on and on and on.
He’s simply amazing.
Deatrick Carter

Pineapple
I look a bit dangerous because of my spikes.
I sound like midnight traffic during the week.
I feel the juice that I have produced on their fingers.
I taste like the opposite of a dysfunctional family
on their way to a reunion.
Bridgette Williams
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Strawberry
It is as red as a cardinal that chirps
with a little tree on top,
as sweet as an ice cream cone,
so soft when you bit into it, it slides
smells like my father’s cologne.
Eddie Hampton

Things I Found Under My Skin
My lungs look like two pink balloons trapped
in a cage.
My brain is like a piñata ; if hit it will
explode with ideas.
Dustin Davis

What I Found Under My Skin
A maze of knowledge that I try
to get out of. A soft doctor
to heal my wounds. An airline
that has a continuing cycle.
A device that records my thoughts
to the world. A hidden tomb
of emptiness.
LaTonja Porchia
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CEDAR PARK ELEMENTARY
Trumann, AR

Faculty Contact: Tamera Leatherwood
Visiting Writers: Sara Stripling, Chloë Honum, Ashley McHugh and Jennifer Jabaily
Diana
When the iris dances, I see it
moving back and forth and
move with it.
When the sun sings, I can hear
the wind blow and feel the wind
blow at me.
When the iris blossoms,
I can see it open up and show its face
to me. It reminds me of
my sister when she passed away.
Savannah Wade
Untitled
Glittering new mirrors have just arrived
from the shooting star, and I walk
through it. I was with my sister
when I went through it. Diana was
my sister’s name. When she passed away,
I was very sad. I would walk through the mirror
to the place where she lived, and
the bluejays were whispering around
me and my sister.
Savannah Wade
In Trumann, Arkansas
I can see a broken bike.
You can smell a chicken
boiling in a pot. I can
hear a car on the row.
I cannot touch my neighbor.
Fernando Mullins
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How To Fall In Love
You don’t really have to fall in love.
You can have a crush on someone
for a long time, and still never fall in love.
You can’t find love in a store. You two
people have to know something
about each other.
I’ve seen a marriage, and they didn’t know
each other, but they really liked each other.
Cassie McKay

The Moon Whispers To Me
When the moon dreams, I see him rock himself
like a crescent-shaped cradle. I hear his mouth
moving as if whispering to the shooting stars.
I feel as though being lifted up into the air.
It feels like swimming in the sky. I know I am
coming down because I can smell the old,
dead oak tree singing into the night.
Then the moon calls to me to tell me his name
is a mystery. I return to my bed to fall asleep, wake up.
Then I see the sun and the morning irises blossom.
Mikayla Hammers

Trumann, Arkansas
In Trumann, you might
see dogs wearing coats,
horses wearing hats, birds
with no feathers,
mice flying.
Hollie Russell
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When
When the blue jay sings, I think it sounds beautiful.
When the sun dreams, I know.
When the moon dreams, I know.
When the old, dead oak falls, it will swim.
When the blue jay swims, I can hear it singing.
When the shooting star swims, I can hear a splash.
When the iris flower blossoms, I know where it is.
When the moon sings, I can hear him.
When the sun sings, I can hear him.
When the iris swims, I can smell the water.
When the moon whispers to the sun, I will know.
When the shooting star sleeps, I will hear its snores.
Spencer Pulley

The Rock
As I sit quietly inside that tiny beast, I hear the pounding
of feet on top of me. I feel the damp dirt on my cheek.
I taste nasty mud on my tongue. I see the walls
closing in on me as I sit, scared of the dark.
When I finally scrunch up, yelling for air, all I get
is the smell of the hot, melting fungi around me.
Trey Moody

How To Fall In Love
You could send a dog to lick her face.
You could send a pigeon with a note
attached to its leg. You could tie a tamed alligator
to her leg and then let a heart fall on her
with a note tied to the back.
You could ride a motorcycle
in her house and then give her
a note. I could spin out and
tie a note to a rock and break her window
and give her a new window.
Cody
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FORREST CITY JUNIOR HIGH
Forrest City, AR

Faculty Contact: Marna Gardner
Visiting Writers: Robert B. Travis and Adam Pearson

Untitled
Your face is red with pride.
No speckles, no freckles
You’re all plain on sides.
You’re plump, you’re juicy.
Sometimes fat plumpy.
You’re desireable
And you’re mine.
Alexis Peals
Zune
Your color makes me smile
for you are pink with a black dial.
Your hands plug in my ears
and lift me up from all my fears.
You take me places I’ve never been before
so I had no choice but to take you from the
store.
I nearly died when you left my side
but I hope I can see you again.
Because you are my heart, soul, and friend
deep within.
Eboné Allen
Sunset
Strange intentions
smile on a face.
Light-sensitive colors
as warm as an ocean.
Courtney Hodges
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Flowers
Sometimes they’re pink.
Sometimes they’re white.
Most of the time they’re
in eye sight.
You can pick them up
and give them away
and make another happy
today.
In the spring they
come out of their bed.
Smile and yawn, man
their sleepy heads.
Jamie Bumgarner

Trees
Very, very tall.
My hands sprout long
and I have hair.
Beyond that I’m not bare.
I have dirt everywhere.
Morgan Wattington
Love
Love is sweet like honey.
Love is soft like silk.
It drip-drops like rain drops.
It smells like BBQ on a sunny day.
Sharnice McCoy
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FORREST CITY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Forrest City, AR

Faculty Contact: Marna Gardner
Visiting Writers: Robert B. Travis and Adam Pearson
Monthathala (Also Known as Love)
Claws as sharp as knives
Tail as long as a 30-yard stick.
Taller than the Eifel Tower.
That’s only her neck.
Love sleeps on our dear sister, Venus.
Love’s Mohawk is a mixture of pink and green
Love’s scales are every color in between.
Love’s parents come from planet Mars.
Love’s breath reeks of blue molded cheese.
When Love screams, the whole world screams back, “Please leave.”
She cries of every little sting.
I can tell you something.
Love sure loves to wear bling.
Shanicquia White

Untitled
It stands a full 8 feet tall.
It dances in the breeze all alone.
It is a home to many people.
And there are always people trying to tear it down.
Peppers
Hot, spicy
looks like a banana
tastes like a hairy potato
sounds like bacon crackling
in the pan.

It casts shadows.
And will knock on your window at night with its arms.
And will scare the living daylights out of you.
Brivana Green

Haley Wilson
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No Paperback Book
The pages white as white.
The words dark as dark.
The spine hard and rough.
This is no paperback book.
The smell of the brand new pages.
I just bought it from the store.
This is no paperback book.
The words running by
as I read them one by one.
Creating pictures for me
but soon I’ll be done.
I’m almost finished.
I hear the words calling,
whispering in my ear.
“Hurry up and finish me
the end is almost near.”
Rushing through the pages
of my brand new book, I flip my page
and find that there are no more words left.
But a blank page staring at me.
This is not a paperback book.
Iyana Butler

Apples
My apple is yellow,
red, and green.
It tastes like a sour lemon.
As ripe as a watermelon.
It is as smooth
as a baby’s head.
It smells as sweet
as sugar, maybe sweeter.
It sounds like breaking
a stick, when you bite into the apple.
Courtni Donaldson
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HEBER SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
Heber Springs, AR

Faculty Contact: Mary Catherine Propes
Visiting Writers: Jennifer Jabaily and Lindsey Wannenmacher

Heber Springs
You know you’re in Heber Springs
When the shimmering crystals of the lake
Sway from side to side
And when you smell the sweet smell
Of bread loaves from very far away,
Also when you hear the roaring sound of traffic, beeping loud.
When you taste the sweet apple,
You could never be so proud,
That’s when you know you’re in Heber Springs.
Madison Fires
Penguin
I am a penguin in Antarctica
I freeze all day and night
I swim in cold water
to find my frozen lunch
Unlike people, I can’t heat my frozen food
I’m a bird but can’t fly
I live a cold, sad life
I run from polar bears
It’s not easy running with legs like mine
Blake Puckett
I am…
A fishing hook ready to catch a fish
A top of a rocket ready to blast off
A slithering snake waiting to attack
Two hills waiting for company
A sideways bed ready to be tucked and covered
One hill alone, bored, with nothing to do
Jasmine Goodwin
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Tigers
In their eyes tigers see only the fear of their prey,
the sharp cries of animals as they are being hunted.
They taste the warm blood and meat of a zebra.
In their eyes, the tigers can envision
what is the next meal.
He can see what he will hear, smell, taste and see,
what his razor sharp teeth
will touch next.
Danielle Williams

Monkey
A monkey, quick and jitterish, dashes through the trees,
Its long tail flowing as it swings from branch to branch.
It starts to get tired and then starts again, going so fast,
That it skipped a branch and fell.
The angered, wild, uncontained fury releases
Itself and lets out a big cry.
Cameron Dye

Heber Springs
You know you’re in Heber Springs
When you can drive down any road
And end up at the lake,
Smell the fresh air of Sandy Beach.
You know you’re in Heber Springs
When you see the only movie theater
Packed with people,
Waiting for the next show.
I remember Heber Springs
When I eat a funnel cake
Or ride a tilt-a-whirl.
Savannah Newman
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L.R. JACKSON ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contacts: Annete Frazier and Stan Perry
Visiting Writers: Ash Bowen and Ashley McHugh

My Dad
My dad is on Jupiter.
He is feeling the red spot.
He is hearing the sun burning.
He is eating asteroids and comets.
He is seeing Saturn’s rings.
He smells aliens cooking.
My dad is as brave as a tiger
Attacking another animal.
Contarrius Jordan

I Am
Sharp claw from a disturbed bear in the woods.
First missing tooth from a first grader’s mouth.
Umbrella floating in the water.
One-step ladder for a pet to reach the bed.
Single stick peeking out of the water.
April Yates

My Father
My father is probably in Little Rock
in the mall. My dad smells like cologne.
He sounds like a bear. He touches and sees
everything in green. He tastes the air.
When he goes outside to smell the earth,
he is as tall as the clock in my room.
Quincy Carter
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I Have Eaten Handfuls of Fire
I have walked to Europe and back.
I have walked to the bottom of the ocean.
I have swam for 8 hours straight.
I have walked on an airplane while it was flying.
I have chopped a bear with my bare hands.
I have eaten three pigs and an elephant.
De’Angelo Frost

Orange
I peel off the big round peels.
I take a slice off of it.
When I bite it, the juicyness comes out splashing into my mouth.
Delisha Young

I Have Eaten Handfuls of Fire
I have ripped a lion in half with my bare hands.
I have killed 1,000 people with a jaw bone.
I have played cards with jellyfishes.
I have played football with some ants.
I have swallowed a bull whole.
I have walked on water.
I have flown with some birds.
Demario Wilty
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LESLIE ELEMENTARY
Leslie, AR
Faculty Contact: Terry Milatt
Visiting Writers: Adam Pearson and Chris Wong

An Apple as a Heart
An apple if it was a heart
every time you bite into it
blood rushing through your teeth.
It tastes like cherry balm
you put on your lips.
A kiss is drab to them.
Carley Steen

My Papa
My papa is a carpenter.
He feels very delightful when he finishes a child’s home.
My papa hears the pounding of hard hammers
hitting very steady nails. He sees boards being sawed.
He feels the vibrations of saws sawing through wood;
he also feels the pain when he strikes his thumb with a hammer.
He tastes undelightful sawdust flowing in his mouth.
My papa smells the stench of hard work when he comes home.
So do I. And he’s always thinking about me.
Brittany Wilson

If A Horse Were A Pencil
The pencil would need a cage, water and hay,
and the pencil would be running away a lot.
You would always chase it all around the school
and your report card would be all F’s.
Sarah Macan
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Kyla
My cousin Kyla sees dolphins in the sea.
She hears kids playing on the beach.
She tastes sand her brother poured in her mouth.
She smells stinky fish.
She feels the cold sea water on her feet.
She swims in the sea.
She is thinking she wants to kill her brother.
Heaven Stone

If A Horse Were A Rock
Your bum would be sore.
You wouldn’t get anywhere.
You wouldn’t need a fence
or a stall. You don’t need to buy
horse fly repellent. You don’t have to worry
about getting kicked. It won’t get sick.
It will only weigh two pounds.
You could throw it at your mom or brother.
You could skip it across the river.
You could use it for target practice
with your gun. You could use it to hide
your bubble gum or a key.
Chris Johnson

A Shark As A Pencil
If a shark were a pencil
we would have to wear gloves
and be very, very careful
if it didn’t get enough food.
We would also have to make sure
you have a fish tank, but with no fish,
or you’ll have scaly eraser shavings.
Courteney Davis
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LISA ACADEMY
Little Rock, AR
Faculty Contact: Jacquelaine Vest
Visiting Writers: Sara Stripling, Jacob Shores-Argüello, Adam Pearson, and James Wright

Hitomi
Separated wandering Hitomi,
orchids remain on her sleeves.
The drop of pearl points
her way over the rolling of soil.
The force of the sea wind
in brown hair. Not eyes, but stars
look out of stained windows.
The sweeping and leaping
of springy shoes. She looks
to the moon of nostalgia
and wishes home.
Travis Zahn

Jobless
If we were to see
what we could be:
A vet, a preacher,
a doctor, a teacher.
There are too many
offerings to count.
And the offers always
mount. But, yet so many
people remain jobless.
Therefore, so many
remain homeless.
So listen to me,
and you will see,
that you aren’t homeless.
Don’t become jobless.
Catherine Ferguson
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Shoes
Strings loop through the holes.
The color shines miles away off them.
The tongues flap out of their shoes,
while you wonder around like an ant looking for food.
Lakahla Watson

Smackle Toothed
I step onto the brilliant star.
It is the color of a wheat stalk
in the moonlight. I see Pluto playing
a rough soccer game. He looks exuberant
like a bubble of sunshine. Boom, smackle,
smooch, cheer. I tooth my bologna
as Jupiter is trooped off the field
footing a broken ankle. I want to help him,
But the heart of the paper scraps
we are using for cannon balls look
like scratchy wool sweaters.
You Know You’re in Little Rock
Claire Vogelgesang

I walk down the side
of steep Pinnacle Mountain.
I see a gray hawk circling
the mountain top above me.
The flip fop of his wings e
choes in my head. Above me,
the sky tastes magenta. I want
to soar above in the magenta sky
with the grey hawk and be free.
In the distance, the sun begins
to go down for the night in an
explosion of color signaling me
to go home. The gray hawk
swoops down and lands
in a pine tree behind me.
Julia Woods
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My Friend
My friend in New Orleans stood
in dismay. She touched the wood that was left
from the ruins of her home.
She saw destruction and horror,
smelled the sour smell of bodies
that were once alive.
She tasted saliva and bitter salt from her tears.
She heard children crying
and people begging the man above to send relief.
She walked down the street like she had seen the ghost
of her dead mother.
She thought over and over about the life she lived
before a beast came and swallowed her city.
Amendien Thomas
The Door to Winter
The shivering air surrounds me while I walk.
I can devour the plainness of the taste of snow.
My numbness is at a peak. But then. The crowd
gathers and bewilders me—I do not know how
they withstand my mother. The smell snow
creeps up my nose.
			
Sometimes, I wish the sun
would turn on. Ice seems to blowing off paper.
The air is crisp as waffles. Ice crunches as I walk.
I wonder how winter can be so cold, yet so warm.
Alex Zhang
Like a Pie
The clock taunts me so badly
that I can taste lunch already.
I hate the lemony smell that comes
from its cushion on the back.
I can feel its gaze pricking
the hairs on my neck.
It is very taunting, like a pie.
Ashutosh Jundal
27

Coal
Vijay is in his factory testing different types of coal.
He sees big machines and black powder all over the floor.
He touches tiny computers and coal blocks,
tastes powder and sweat that comes from long hours.
He smells fire from a burner,
hears the big machines and trains.
He thinks about workers mining the coal chunks he wastes.
He walks every second like an elephant.
Ayush Saraswat

My Brother
My brother sees me in a picture.
He touches it like a blade on his finger,
smells a rotten apple.
He tastes his sour tears on his lips,
hearing me call his name day by day.
He feels like a falling petal
and thinks of coming to where I am.
Warren Borban

The Painting
The brush strokes were visibile
along the thick canvas.
The beauty was contained
in a rectangular box.
A woman wept silently inside
like a transparent ghost
beneath moonlight.
Lia Jones
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MADDUX ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Sherri Lowe
Visiting Writers: Kelly Tate and Mathew Goldberg

Momma’s House
I am from sweet potato pies
with brown crust on the side
from strawberry pie with graham cracker crust
on the side
from barbecue cookouts with grilled
steaks on my plate
from a silver spoon with vanilla pudding
on it going in my mouth
from mist in the tub after a hot bath
from ‘don’t get my cookie out the cookie jar’
from funnel cakes with white sugar
on top lasting like big dusty apples
from the fair
from chewy flavory bursting gum when I
first bite it.
From hitting hands with my friends
on graduation day going to the seventh
grade.
MaLik Stefon Dawson
Famous I Am
The Lilly pad is famous to the frog.
The watch is famous to the man in a rush.
The stars are famous to the moon.
The bait is famous to the fisherman.
The ribbon is famous to Pippi Longstocking
whose hair curls like the book of a pirate.
The crayons are famous to the baby that
likes to color on the walls and everything
in its path.
The dough is famous to the grandmother who loves to bake.
I want to be famous like the ring is
to the finger and like the marshmallow
is to the hot chocolate.
KaBriya Janyell Baldwin
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Time’s Up
The ball dribbles down the court and
my heart rushes at the same speed.
Sweat drenches down my forehead
and rests on my sideburns. My silk
sky-blue and pearl-white uniform
blows in the wind made by the speed
of my spirit. I run towards the goal
and spring in the air. Time is running
out. She shoots, she scores, and time is
up! The crowd goes wild.
KaBriya Baldwin
Crossing Arkansas on Foot
Crossing Arkansas on foot is like feeling the heat
from the sun.
It’s like seeing the birds perching on high trees,
like feeling the road temperature burn your feet,
seeing the cars pass by,
like seeing the children playing under a shady tree.
It’s like the road to a long nap,
like seeing the roots of an oak tree.
Crossing Arkansas is like hearing the dreams
of sleeping children,
hearing cars roar as you ride down Broadway,
seeing the friction from the ground.
DeVontè Franklin
Ode to a Car
In the car radio blasting
going 55 down highway I-42
cotton candy red-painted
moving left right and then
the traffic light
on the passenger side
with burger and fries
back at home, something that
I can believe inside.
Chardariary Kimble
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Fear
Fear to me is spiders
crawling on my neck. Robbers hiding
snakes hissing. Getting my haircut
sitting in that chair, two long metal
sticks chopping up and down. Going
up and down on a torturing
rollercoaster. It smells like a piece
of rotten cabbage. It tastes like
an old, moldy piece of bread. It
feels like a cactus’ spiky thorns.
Tonia Barton

School
Lunch trays smacking, blackboards
cracking. When you run, wind swishes
past. Moving pencils disappear erasers. Garbage
eats paper, crumbling paper as
if there is no tomorrow.
Naquanta Jones

I’m in Love With a Beehive
The beehive inside looks
like a reception party. It
smells as sweet as socks. The
feeling of stinging is like tickling someone’s
feet. I hear the bees saying “you’re
as sweet as a peppermint to me.”
Brianna Crayton
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MARION JUNIOR HIGH
Marion, AR
Faculty Contact: Julie Molloy
Visiting Writers: Chloë Honum, Jacob Shores-Argüello, Ashley McHugh, Johnathon Williams

I Have Eaten Handfuls of Fire
I have eaten handfuls of fire
I have bathed in the wind.
I have heard the moon singing at night.
I have drunk cups of moonlight to stay awake.
I have touched the sun and lived to tell.
Caroline Holt

Ode to Baseball
The crack of the bat.
The roar of the crowd as you hit a homerun.
The taste of sweat running down your face.
The burn of dirt in your cuts.
The sight of the crowd going wild.
The smell of hotdogs being eaten.
Matt Moore

Ode to my Cell Phone
It feels smooth and hard, it makes me feel good because I love to talk.
I imagine it doesn't taste very good.
It looks like a small rectable and it's my favorite color (pink).
It sounds like a lot of different things,
the voices of my friends, the music that I love to listen to.
It smells ... well, I've never really smelled it before.
Desiree Tobar
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Tiger Shark!
I'm fast and swift.
Everything is afriad of me.
I eat anything I swim across,
even old tires and cans.
I eat many creatures, from the depths to the reef,
both large and small,
even a turtle and its shell.
I see in color.
I taste blood and can't get enough of it.
I see my razor sharp teeth glistening through the see.
My name comes from the brownish stripes on my back.
My scales feel like chain mail that cuts you.
Seth Connell

Elephant
The elephant's skin is rough pieces of sand paper.
Its tusks are long sharp daggers.
The elephant'sw feet are drumsticks playing a beat on the earth.
It's trunk is an arm waving to say hello.
The elephant's ears are two huge umbrellas protecting it
from the scorching sun.
Brandon Haley

Ode to Basketball
The maple leaf color comforts me.
It helps me to get my frustrations out when I'm mad,
helps me express joy when I'm joyful.
Everyday the rubber smell and taste lingers through my head.
I can hear the deep thumping noise when I bounce it on the ground.
I love to feel the frog like texture of the ball.
I see what rhythm I can make by bouncing the ball on the hard concrete.
Samantha Booker
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I am
I am a mountain chain overlooking an urban city.
I am a pool of soup sitting on the stovetop.
I am bare hills surrounded by a group of cattle.
I am a maze in the middle of a cornfield.
I am a drinking glass halfway full, sitting on an oak table.
I am a furrowed eyebrow atop an old man's forehead.
Morgan Steele

My Mother Standing by the Coffee Table
She sees the kids running across the room like hyper monkeys.
She hears the roaring laughter like an angry tiger.
She feels the hot air like a summer day.
She tastes the leftover Halloween candy.
She smells the Kool-Aid spilled in the kitchen.
She is thinking about when we were kids.
Samantha Saldivar

Books
We learn from them.
They teach us well.
They have a spine,
a bunch of parts
to open up
to tell us how
to speak our words.
Crystal Bond
Untitled
When the willow tree dances
the meadow flowers being to sing.
As the sparrows float over our heads
the woolen grass below whispers to the travelers.
Clouds begin to creep into the sky of wonder.
Soon the constellations will soar above my head.
Katie Williamson
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MCGEHEE ELEMENTARY
McGehee, AR
Faculty Contact: Linda Tullos
Visiting Writers: Johnathon Williams, Lindsey Wannenmacher, Brett Harrington, and Chris Murphy

The Lake
The lake is a man with long black hair and one orange eye.
Dominic Procopio

Untitled
Nashville, Tennessee – home to the James Brown angelfish.
Dash Ruby Pick ‘n Save is a relative to the angelfish.
Pray, snooze, and crush is known to be a newspaper.
Petite plaid skirts are what Dell Computers are wearing.
Brooke Young Lampkin

My Love
My love is like a wormhole.
Ashley Hartnett

Anger
Anger is like a bowl of toenails.
Tyler Harris
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Untitled
Nashville, Tennessee – home to the James Brown angelfish.
Dash Ruby Pick ‘n Save is a relative to the angelfish.
Pray, snooze, and crush is known to be a newspaper.
Petite plaid skirts are what Dell Computers are wearing.
Brooke Young Lampkin

Untitled
One time I went to Japan with Johnny Cash. When we first got there, we
ate dirt and tried to steal clothes from Limited Too. After that we caught
a humpback whale and traded it for a headachy lion. Johnny started to
brainstorm about a furry German Shepard. Then we bought a rotten
apple core. We saw lavender backyard 4-headed fish.
Johnny asked, “Would the apple stick to his tail?”
After a long trip, we flew back to San Antonio.
Courtney Doss

Sadness
My sadness is like a whirlpool.
Adazio Bell
Merritt Haddock, Bragg Elementary
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MIDLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Pleasant Plains, AR
Faculty Contact: Angela Muse
Visiting Writers: Robert B. Travis and James Wrightt
Friends
1
The hand that slaps across my face, the reality’s cheek,
that makes me fully awake
That is my friend Maggie.
2
Time slows down. Everything is
Cool. I feel so tall
That is my friend Sam.
3
My heart beats faster, lights
flash and swirl dizzy
That is my friend Laura.
4
The beep of a heart monitor as it stays
steady and smooth
That is my friend Rebecca.
5
The whispering of a bird
whistling curious tunes
That is my friend Kelby.
Megan Bock
Untitled
I lose so many words some days
which ride with silken butterfly wings,
slapped from thought with red palms
on threads of shirts that unravel now,
when light has fallen.
Apple

Chris Pellegrin

Hanging from your lifeline,
once you have fallen
we expose you to the core.
Jonathan Lindley
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Eight Ways of Looking at a Rose
A rose blooms in spring.
Too much time wasted in anticipation.
The time for life has come.
A rose in the hands of a bride
catches the tears of a union long awaited
A rose climbs in the Fall,
an unexpected beauty
from the fallen leaves.
A rose nests in the bouquet on the hospital table.
The cries of a baby echo down empty halls.
A rose stands still in Summer,
unmoved by the gentle winds that go
unchanged.
A rose sleeps in the crystal vase
on the old woman’s porch as she rocks.
A rose hangs low in winter.
The snow never looked so inviting—
sweet slumber calls.
A rose mourns limpy on the ground,
petals resting on the concrete
of the snow-covered headstone.
Samantha McGilluray

Pineapple
The sweet words, almost bitter, high in the tree.
Words almost sharp, but with tangy meaning.
The smile is sharp and the face is ugly
with green hair. Personified people
of the pine trees.
Scott Poe
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Seven Ways to Look at Pink
The bright pink pen
quickly scribbles
across the paper.
The pink tennis shoes
were just a blur.
Within her black purse:
Many pink-splotched dots.
Around her wrist, clung tight:
A rosy, pink ribbon.
Her pink jacket was
a bursting bubble of pink.
Quincey Wood

I Lose So Many Words Some Days
These somedays that I lose so many words
might not be days at all.
It could be a season.
Maybe fall.
The words that I lose
might not be words at all.
They could be the feeling I lose
when the leaves of the trees begin to fall
Jesse Ramsey

Forehead
Draped with bangs,
a couple of unorthodox wrinkles,
a light tannish color…
like a bare field between two forests.
Joshua Smith
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POTTSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Pottsville, AR
Faculty Contact: Kari Stroud
Visiting Writers: Brett Harrington and Travvis Largent

Under My Skin
Under my skin my bones are white marble,
my feet are cold steel, my legs are red venom,
my brain is a mat of tangled hair,
my heart is a white pearly gate
leading to a dark, desolate black hole.
My arms are twine: long and connected to my shoulders.
My intestines are a coiled rattle snake.
Josh Avery

Pottsville
Smells of the hog farm drifting,
chicken houses scattered among the county,
your neighbor with one tooth yells out of his house
this is the white ghetto.
No matter where you are it seems
all roads lead to the school.
Only the rich kids
walk around in the latest fashions.
You hear people talk of how they’re going to be big,
but you know they’re going to be down the street
your whole life.
Nate Riojos

Love
Love is a penguin puking
food into her baby’s belly.
Jennifer Flud
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Under My Skin
Under my skin I find a swirling world of music
pounding and exploding, throbbing and booming out
of every pore. A saxophone playing squirrel with
a lime-green top hat creating this music. The music
sounds exactly how you would expect it to sound:
crazy, chaotic notes.
Katie Kibler

Land
I see cattle and horses
and people riding four-wheelers.
I hear the running of the creek.
I hear the splashing as people jump in to cool off.
I hear the tractors and trucks.
I feel the wind and the cold of winter.
I see the beauty of spring when everything
is green and colorful.
I see the dullness, the neutral colors of fall.
I am what your animals
graze upon, what your family works on,
what they enjoy looking at:
I am your land.
Brannah Besanca

What’s Under My Skin
Under my skin there are alligators waiting
to attack the innocent deer that are grazing
by the black river that flows through my body.
Amber Hayes
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What’s Underneath My Skin
A few mouse traps, a few mice, catching
		
everything in sight.
I can’t talk about it. It makes me too excited.
An elephant that won’t quit pounding my organs
		
running from the mice.
I can’t talk about it. It makes me too scared.
A circus ring leader poking me with
		
his baton.
I can’t talk about it. It hurts too bad.
Lance Singleur
Achilles
He stands firm and strong,
his feet suctioned to the floor.
Fear strikes the people his name touches.
He’s a victim of history.
The man who fights for no flag,
the man with no king,
afraid to laugh at this site:
I wonder why he signed up for
Achilles on ice.
Elton Heflin

Yum
My heart is like a pumping
soda fountain. My brain
is like a piece of twizzlers
wrapped around and around!
Chocolate is running through
my body!
Savannah Floyd
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POTTSVILLE JR. HIGH
Pottsville, AR
Faculty Contact: Kelly Bean
Visiting Writers: Robert B. Travis and Chris Wong
The Retrieving Angel
The angel is chattering.
Beneath the angel lies the lavender
sky mixed with an assortment of colors.
The sky shines like a light bulb reflecting
a lock.
In Czechoslovakia, there lies a wavering
whale who is in need of his lavender
sweetheart, who the angel helps him
retrieve.
Breckan Gatlin
Dreams of Ants, Not Grasshoppers
The T.V. humming, lights shutting
off, the moon glows through the windows.
Everyone in colorful bedtime clothes.
They are not going to dream about
being a grasshopper, jumping over
the ocean,
or butterflies singing love songs like
they were birds.
Never will they dream of
relaxing on clouds with nothing
else to do.
Their dreams will be about ants,
running around, working like bees.
Cadrian Hogins
International Issues
The signs all mutter similar words
in response to birds' restless song
which is brought on by the moaning of the trees
that possess such burden and to keep any and all alive.
A passing dog howls in answer to the trees' desperate plea
then trots home slightly more depressed.
Kristen Bea
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Monkeys
Will monkeys take over the world
one country at a time?
You can not know.
Can monkeys drive cars and shoot guns?
You can not know.
Do monkeys have slaves or beat humans?
You can not know.
Are monkeys of the future
going to be professionals at sports?
You can not know.
Can monkeys sit in a cage
at a zoo
eating bananas all day?
This you can know!
Jessi Smith
The Ear Sits Alone
The ear sits alone apart from
its brethren,
just sitting there, asking itself why:
why must they torture me?
What have I done beside letting them
know their mom was coming into the room?
Now they sit here and make me
listen as they recite a poem I
despise.
What would they do if I would
no longer listen?
What Can Be Known

Johnny Hart

Can the moon come out tonight?
You can not know.
Are workers going to have light?
You can not know.
Does the ocean offer high tide?
You can not know.
Can we be sure the work will continue?
This
you can know.
Blake Wilson
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RICHLAND ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Rhonda Courtney
Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello and Brett Harrington
Picture in a Frame
An ocean of memories
in a small wooden box.
Morgan D.
Ocean Loneliness
I was walking in an ocean
of yellow daisies,
and I saw a young fawn.
It sounded like a baby
crying for its mother.
I knew then that Loneliness
was this creature.
How could it be that it was alone?
I sat and watched the creature
run into the purple sunset.
Shelby Jackson

Lagaroa Jenkins, Camden Fairview Middle School

My Sorrow
My sorrow sounds like a siren going off in the night.
My sorrow looks like soft raindrops on roses.
My sorrow eats my joy away.
My sorrow smells like a delicate butterfly fluttering on the breeze.
My sorrow feels like warm satin sunshine.
My sorrow is a broken wing struggling to fly.
Ashley Semiche
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Pineapple
It has spiky hair.
It is a porcupine.
It is a blowfish with green spiky hair.
It tastes like my mother
on a grateful Mother’s Day.
It smells like my grandma’s
sweet perfume,
like early flowers ready to bloom.
Katie Paudert

Blue Chair
A person with hypothermia
whose legs never get a rest.
Kameron Davis

Under My Skin
My toe is a turtle without a shell.
My knee is a knight’s shield.
My heart is a party with a Memphis D. J.
My elbow is a bridge that will not move.
My brain is an unsolid oval.
My foot is a broken table stand.
My shoulder is a clasp holding myself together.
My hand is a bulldozer picking up desert dirt.
My leg is a stilt pushing me higher.
My eye is a telescope looking at Pluto.
My heel is a ball teaching me to balance.
Summer Bacon
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My Anger
My anger sounds like a lawn mower
mowing over shattered glass.
My anger looks like a dark, shadowy
figure crawling in the night.
My anger eats frightened little girls
who dream heavily in the night.
My anger smells like a dirty
shirt in the hamper.
My anger feels like fur
on a newborn wolf.
My anger is a mirror
broken into a million pieces.
Callie Brown

Joy
Joy smells like a grandfather clock
in the middle of the Atlantic ocean.
Joy tastes like cave jelly
spread on a flowery meadow.
Joy sounds like a hillbilly
that just won the lottery.
Joy feels like a hurricane
in the middle of the Pacific ocean.
Joy looks like a spider-monkey
covered in hot sauce and ink.
Caleb Marconi
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STUTTGART HIGH SCHOOL
Stuttgart, AR
Faculty Contact: Misti Coker
Visiting Writers: Robert B. Travis and Allison Hogge
Peanuts
The white foam jumps,
Sounding like raindrops,
Landing on the strands of grass.
It jumps (Oh! It jumps!)
How loosely protective
Like a mother walking her kids
Through the kitchen window.
When it’s job is done, it is thrown in
For recycling, reuse,
‘til the next box gives it calling.
Into the brown truck it goes
And it never gets the credit.
Michael Dabbs
Empty Room
In an empty room, sun shines in the windows.
Photos on the wall stare at you
as the light dances around the shadows.
Ashton Fields
Muffin Man
If I knew the muffin man I would ask him
questions off the wall:
How much cinnamon do you use, muffin man?
Muffin man, do you know the muffin man?
If I made muffins would I be the man,
or the muffin man?
There can’t be two muffin mans,
so who was the muffin before you were?
The muffin boy?
Annoyed, I asked questions he didn’t enjoy:
While the muffin man was a boy, who was the muffin man?
Please tell me so I’ll understand.
Malcolm Warshaw
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Anger Flower
My anger is like a flower.
One day it’s planted
and the other bloomed,
angry at the faces
looking at me, in my face.
Senses of my frustration
boom like missiles of war.
In action, though angry to be picked,
tears of joy flow through my roots.
Brittany Shauntae Smith
Beard-head
There once was a man named Beard-head
With eyes as red as Rudolph’s nose
He’s like a grinch. He steals
And wears other people’s clothes.
Breath like vodka, skin like oil
Hairs rough as meat, like something spoiled.
He steams like heat.
He yells and busts bottles in the street.
He’ll steal clothes from grandmas and babies.
This is no man I made up. He’s someone
I see daily.
Beard-head is a man who knows everything:
What happened on Lowe and what happened on Spring;
From Po’ Dave’s to the west, under the tree.
He moves like a kid on a bike.
He’s just like a cobra.
He’ll strike.
J.D. Miller

TV
A dark face
with untouchable mouth.
A big head
as hot as the sun.
Garrett Sheeks
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Sadness Park
As I walk through
the abandoned park,
I hear a weeping swing
calling for a child.
As I walk beside a willow tree,
I hear it screaming
for someone to play
hide-and-go-seek.
As I run to the rusty slide
I hear a seesaw crying
for a body to feel.
As I walk out of the park
I hear a voice full of sorrow
calling my name.
I turn around. No one’s there,
just an abandoned park
full of sadness.
Kenisha Ross
Exposed
Stepping out upon the stage
I can’t see any faces.
Just not knowing what’s out there in the dark
gives me chills.
The shaking of my pale, moist skin,
my shoes echoing off the hard floor,
in front of a crowd I can not see—
staring, judging, quietly at me.
Whitney Melson
Bookshelf
Organize your daydreams.
Put away your hobby.
Open
like a willow’s branches blow.
Kayla Wilson
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WEAVER ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR
Faculty Contact: Sheila Grissom
Visiting Writers: Chloë Honum and Meaghan Mullholland

Inside a Tulip Flower
The taste of water was a
blast the wind blowing me down
I see the sun keeping me alive
with the birds chirping with
the smell of far away perfume
with the smile of the clouds
Then I hear footsteps and
talking about how cute I was
then with a clip I was gone
with some people they smelled
me till one of my petals flew
in their nose They said I was
sun of the sky and the moon
of earth to them. I was the best
flower ever I was a plant pot
looking at the sun I imagine
if I was that sun shining every
morning. I heard birds felt the
wind blowing the smell of spring
blooming flowers taste the air with
sunshine smiles.
Stormie Hardy

Black
I’m the night sky. I’m the big colored rock in
outer space. I’m the color of the tire. I’m the chimney smoke.
Black is I’m.
Toby Whitaker
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Jimmy Warehouse
I see stacks of steel at night
I hear trucks going up and down a hill
I taste smoke from the air
I feel my bones rush to the stack bar.
I smell sweat coming from a tall man.
Richard Williams

My Love
My love looks like
a giant he has claws
like a dog It remind
me of a big bear
with some airwalk shoes
a red jersey and some Dickie
pants. He even had on
a all star hat. His
eyes were as black as
a raccoon’s his ears were
as long as a dog’s.
Shakira Mays

My Fear
My fear is the scariest
in town he walks to the mall
And falls in love with the
girls perfume his eyes
remind me of my brother’s eyes
when he wakes up his hair looks like
A head full of ants put real close together
he is camouflaged he
Sounds like a snake sssss!
his feet smell like a hillbilly
but the scariest thing about my fear
is he was powered by a costume
Damisha Smith
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I Am a Lightning Storm
I am a lightning storm I see people
driving cars on the black clear road.
I see restaurants, stores, doughnut shops, and stoplights.
I hear the tires riding on the road and
the music playing in the stores. I
smell the food that’s been cooked
by professionals and I smell the gas
when people are getting gas. I taste
as if it is really dark and if you taste
me I can strike you so easily. I
feel so cold like a feeling when
I strike you. I feel the moon three miles
away from me in the sky. I am
thinking about striking people. I am
thinking about making people sad.
Destinee Razor

I Am Brown
I am brown. I am the
color of bark on a tree.
People will chop me down
but I will stay strong.
I am the color of a
beautiful woman’s eyes.
I am brown I taste like
wood. I am beautiful.
Aja Jefferson

Unsigned
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WEST JUNIOR HIGH
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contact: Frances O'Dea
Visiting Writers: James Wright, Ash Bowen, Mary Angelino, Johnathon Williams

Today More Than Anything
I want to jump off the Empire State Building and live
eat something as small as a pebble
eat a burger as big as a lion
smell a person from London
hear a pen drop in a room that’s really loud
love someone whom I hate
fly with a seagull
see something that is a mix of bear and penguin
know what it feels like to be Jessica Simpson
taste escargot
Reagan Donald

Memphis
Memphis is like a restless bull that never stops,
even when he catches the fool that teased him
with that pointless, red blanket.
Memphis is like the ex-boyfriend you never
want to see again,
who’s wasting your time trying to get you to come
back to him.
Memphis is like the little sisters I wish
I could sell at a yard sale for 2 cents,
like when you finally give them away
but the family brings them back
‘cuz they talk too much.
Memphis is like jail,
even when you don’t do anything wrong;
it still captures you.
Erika Daniels
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Memphis
Memphis is like a full paint can
that has come open, with a drop of gray color.
A dark blue lake
that is full with fish wanting to go.
A party
with a million dancing feet.
A traffic light
that won’t turn green.
Maggie Croom
I Am
The sharp teeth of a shark.
A crease on your finger.
The curve of a flower bud.
An ‘I’ that’s lying on its side.
A meteor falling to earth.
The corner of a box.
The tip of a spear.
A large serpent stalking its prey.
I Am

Nicholas McPherson

Target in a shooting range.
House blown over by a raging tornado.
A refrigerator left open, beaming light.
A flock of birds rushing south.
A barbell waiting to be lifted.
A zig-zag by Leonardo Da Vinci.
Kevin Mooney

I Am
A black hoop earring with peeled off paint.
A sideways pitch fork with no handle.
The tip of witches fingernail.
Komeisha Ealy
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You Know You’re in West Memphis When
You feel the roads bumpy as a camel’s back.
You can’t go anywhere without seeing someone you know.
You don’t get enough ketchup in your to go bag.
The streets become as dull as an old pencil.
Brandi Collins

My Monster Paul
My fear appears as if he was two-year-old rotten bread.
He’s taller than the Statue of Liberty, which is extremely tall.
His breath smells as if he only eats feet.
At night in my closet I can hear Paul singing — he sounds
like I did when I first started playing the trumpet.
His skin is scalely and his taste buds don’t work.
Paul’s eyes are on his chest and his mouth
is on his forehead. Image how this fear looks.
Wouldn’t you be afraid of my fear?
Andrea Hutchinson

My father
My father is lonely.
He feels like nobody is there for him.
He smells the dying plant next to his chair.
He hears the humming of his computer on his desk.
He tastes the bubble gum in his mouth.
He sees an empty room before himself.
He gets like a lion on a hunt.
He is thinking of what to eat for dinner.
Tyler Massey
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My Anger
The color of darkness
in the country.
It sounds like thunder
when he walks.
When I see him
I want to hide.
He feels prickly like
needles all over.
His teeth are sharp
like knives.
My anger frightens
me
Rachel Reece

My Brother
My brother is brain washed.
He feels the weapon in his hands.
He smells the burning plastic of the overplayed game.
He hears the gunshots around him.
He tastes his sweat across his face.
He sees him comrades falling around him.
He holds the controller as if it’s his lifeline.
He thinks of a way to outsmart the computer.
Jonathan Brench

I am
I am the smile on a child’s face on Christmas morning.
I am the way mom looks when dad proposes.
I am the cursive L of a teacher.
I am a snail stuck to a sidewalk on a hot summer day.
Courtnay Whittamore
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WEST MEMPHIS CHRISTIAN ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contact: Mrs. Lloyd and Mrs. McCorkle
Visiting Writers: Lindsey Wannenmacher and Chris Murphy

Ode to El Chico’s Salsa
It smells spicy…hot as the surface of the sun.
It tastes so good my eyes fill with tears of joy and pain
as I rush to the nearest drinkable substance.
Nothing can beat the taste as that chunky dip
rolls down my burning throat.
It looks like a blood-red piece of Heaven.
I can hear it calling every minute!
Gotta go find a drinkable substance!
Taylor Scott Thompson

West Memphis
My town on a regular day looks small and lonely.
My town smells like a round hay bale
that has sat in the same place and been rained on
and forgotten for 3 years.
It always has the sharp echo of an ambulance or
police car driving by.
Most stores in West Memphis are small, too crowded,
and smell like new clothes.
You will also notice that you’re in West Memphis
when a 3-ton utility truck
drives pretty-as-you-please
right smack through your yard.
Justin Henson

Untitled
It is round
It has numbers
It also has hands
like a nice lovely teacher
Jamie Peters
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Untitled
I am a finger with a cut
A thin finger touch a
peppermint
A swirl of wind on
a windy day
I am a hook latch on a moving truck
A pond with fireworks
with a spark of glitter
A track with a person running
with the wind.
I am a cloud with wind
flowing through the sky
Aleshia Morris

Untitled
My death looks like a pig.
My death feels rough as sandpaper.
My death smells like mud mixed with perfume.
My death sounds like an old grandpa’s voice very scratchy.
My death tastes like month-old milk
and cheese. My death’s name is piggie.
Madison Pike

I am
I am a bubble being blown
A drop of water on a single blade of grass
A house with a chimney
A bridge on its side
I am a monster eating its prey
An open book
A giraffe’s neck
I am Pac-man!
Danielle Edmonds
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West Memphis
Once you come across that bridge from Memphis
A horrid smell sifts in your nose
like a milkshake that has been sitting
in your car for ten July days.
You can almost feel the pollution coming out
of the exhaust of all the trucks going to
and fro from the gas stations.
It’s like a black and white photo
Nothing going on, so boring, so plain.
All the people look lonely and deserted.
Faith Webb
Bobby Fisher
When I wake up in the morning I see a board with 64 squares and medieval
pieces laying upon them. I talk to myself while I play over old games against
foreign opponents
I’ve seen time and time again. And even though I know I’m going crazy
I can’t stop my innermost thoughts.
“Hello mommy.”
Micah Lacefield
Super Tuesday
I turned on the T.V., flipping through the channels. Nothing, nothing but
weather was on, warning us to stay inside. It was not safe to go outside.
Looking at their maps, all of us were in the red zone. The red zone was the
Tornado Watch. Me, my brother, and my mom scattered looking for coats
and shoes to put on. The sidewalks were flooded as we headed for the door
to our basement.
We made it, sat, and waited.
Brandi Clark
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Marion
The sun is coming down hard. The sounds of the sirens wailing.
Tasting the sweet strawberries as I ride, I see them and go after them.
Slowly, picking up speed. They turn, I turn.
They stop, not having noticed yet. I continue.
The wind picks up, the sirens as well.
I take a break, lay down in the bed of the truck.
It’s black and burning.
Get up, go inside, repeat.
Braden Henderson

Brannah Bresancan, Pottsville High School
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Admiration
Admiration is a 4 year old dressed in mothers
oversized dress with lipstick smothered
all over her face
Admiration is the taste of a not so good cake that
mother tried to cook using grandma’s
recipe
Admiration is the sweet smell of red roses dad left
for mom by her bedside
Admiration is the gentle push a 5 year old gets
when he’s learning to ride a bike
Natalie Pineda

Exhaustion
Exhaustion is
football equipment
on a hot summer day.
It’s throwing square
bails of hay onto a
trailer. Exhaustion is
running down a football
field in musty cleats
for four hours at a time,
and babysitting four two year olds
with teddy bears being
thrown across the room.
Clayton Lester
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Madness
Mad feels like Jet Li kicking someone
off a fifteen-story building.
Mad feels like a beast
in the dark with beady red eyes.
The Door to Autumn

Mad smells like rotten earth.

As I open the door to
Autumn
I can see the Coca-Cola
colored leaves soaring
to the ground,

The color of mad is
black and purple.
Kelcey Colson

As I open the door to
Autumn
I see question mark
shapes raking leaves
from sun up
to sun down.
As I open the door to
Autumn
I can hear the
crackling and rustling
of the leaves under
my feet.
As I open the door to
Autumn.
Timothy Artis

Were I am From
I am from
roast beef in a pot that smells of honey
I am from a land
of magic and sorcery
I am from
Bull Pine in the side yard
I am from a
guitar in a song that plays soft songs
Colton Hawthorne
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I’m a Braggadocious Soap Bubble
Hey you, look at me! I’m a
Soap bubble cant you see?
		

Oh, I’m so beautiful!

I’m just so shiny and people look inside
My many colors and inhale my dashing scent!
No one’s better than me!
		

I’m floating up!

Looking down upon those others.
Ha, they’re no match for me,
		

I’m Mighty Bubble, The Amazing, Beautiful Bubble!

Watch me shake, shimmy, and shove!
But wait?
		

Pop!

			

I’m gone.

Kadedra Gantt

Salt Shaker
Inside a salt shaker
I never get to stay still
Round things always fill me up
I’m always hyper going up and down,
up and down
I’m not in use most of the day,
but when night rolls around I get a good workout,
and the holiday parties almost kill me
Every year I dread the days,
and now that kids have gotten a hold of me
I never know if I’m
going to get a chance to go back up
or if I will be made into a million pieces
Chelsee Cornelius
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